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Introduction 
Languaging consists of all discussions related to a range of rules and concepts. In a second 
language (L2) classroom, collaborative writing (CW) is an example of one co-authored writing 
activity that encourages learners to discuss different aspects of a learning task from explaining 
grammar rules, essay structures to technological functions with (or without) their teachers' 
assistance. Many studies on CW, however, tend to focus on metalanguage, which is the 
general term used to explain the process of talking about language (Moore & Schelppegrell, 
2014). The problem with focusing on metalanguage is that less attention is placed on examining 
the additional learning opportunities emerging from students’ language about writing at a 
discourse level. Building on previous research, this study takes a closer look at languaging 
episodes about both language and discourse that occur when students complete a CW activity.   
 
Background 
Much of the research examining peer interaction views language learning from a sociocultural 
theory (SCT) perspective, where language and the social environment are considered as one 
holistic unit. The discussions in a CW activity for instance, become a key part of the learning 
process as students are encouraged to focus on both local (word and sentence-level) and 
global (discourse-level) aspects of composition (Storch, 2013, 2017; Yang & Zhang, 2010). 
Currently, many studies analyse metalanguage through a coding scheme called language-
related episodes (LREs), which focus on local issues related to lexis, forms and mechanics 
(Swain & Lapkin, 1998). There are currently no generalised coding schemes, however, used for 
global issues. Consequently, more research on the different types of languaging episodes in 
CW is needed to further understand how students work together to complete written texts. This 
paper examines the languaging episodes in a collaborative writing activity when two students 
write an essay together on a laptop.   
 
The study 
Participants and instructional context 
The languaging approaches of two pairs: Ben and Katie (Pair 1), and Venita and Melinda (Pair 
2) are reported in this paper. These four international students were part of a larger group of 
sixteen, enrolled in an undergraduate writing course offered by an Australian University, who 
were participants in a study on computer-mediated collaborative writing. While the participants 
had different L1 backgrounds (Pair 1: Cantonese and Pair 2: Hindi), they were selected due to 
their similar proficiency levels (IELTS 6.5 or CEFR B2) and collaborative orientations based on 
Storch's (2002) patterns of dyadic interaction. According to past literature, collaborative pairs 
engaged in more languaging episodes than non-collaborative pairs, as there is a distinct 
balance between the students' levels of mutuality (engagement) and levels of equality 
(contribution), thus, providing more data to examine languaging episodes (e.g., Swain & 
Watanabe, 2012).   
 
Each pair wrote an argumentative essay in 50 minutes on university laptops through a 
keystroke logger application called InputLog that recorded the processes involved in the 
Microsoft Word documents (Leijten & Van Waes, 2013). In the larger study, students were given 
two TOEFL iBT style questions to complete, which were counterbalanced according to the 
essay topic and order. Their discussions were recorded on the designated laptops through the 
microphone application. In this study however, data from the transcribed audio for only one 
essay: "should we have a tax on sugar?" was used to examine the pairs' process of languaging.   
 
Analysis  
The transcribed audio recordings were analysed for two main functions: (1) language-related 
episodes (LREs) according to Swain and Lapkin (1998) and (2) emerging themes that reflect 
the concepts or rules the students were discussing during the collaborative writing task. Each 
episode was categorised and counted to provide an understanding of the learners' discussion 
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topics. For example, the LREs focused on local aspects of language and were coded for Lexis-
focused (L-LRE; definitions, word choices), Form-focused (F-LRE; grammar-related), and 
Mechanics-focused (M-LRE; spelling, punctuation), and marked as either resolved, incorrectly 
resolved or unresolved. 
 
Languaging about different aspects of composition 
The two pairs discussed different aspects of composition, which contrasted with past studies 
that focused mainly on the impact metalanguage had on their writing processes (e.g., Swain & 
Lapkin, 2001). In this activity, both pairs engaged in a limited number of LREs. However, pair 1: 
Ben (B) and Katie (K) discussed mechanical and lexical issues more than the second pair, with 
extra assistance from the Internet, as shown in excerpt 1: 

Excerpt 1: Example of M-LREs 

136 K Yeah... good health... how to spell economical... 
137 B economical? Uh (0.4) e-u 
138 K (0.5) I forgot how to spell 
139 B Search lah 
140 K Ok (0.5) Yeah is it that?  
141 B Mmhmm           
 
There are examples of longer pauses as the pair tried to work out the spelling problem 
independently first (line 137) but then with technology (Line 139-140) to resolve the issue 
correctly. Pair 2 however, only engaged in two LREs during the whole writing process when 
Melinda says, "do changes and spellings-" and Venita agrees without elaborating on which part 
of the essay they are checking. Later, the pair also talk about using RACGP as the acronym for 
Rural Australia College. 
 
What about other languaging episodes?  
While both pairs worked on the essay topics for 55 minutes, their discussions showed that 
languaging episodes were not limited to LREs. The analysis revealed that, in fact, students 
focused on three main aspects of a task: (a) planning strategies, (b) organising text structure, 
and (c) using additional tools/resources.  Some of these languaging episodes tend to overlap, 
especially when writing is viewed as a dynamic activity. Table 1 outlines the different types of 
Task-related episodes (TRE) presented in this study.  
 

Table 1. Task-related episodes. 

 
Even though both pairs worked with a collaborative orientation, they focused on different 
aspects of the activity, which influenced their languaging and overall writing performance.  
  
Planning strategies  
The first type of languaging episode focuses directly on the different planning strategies, for 
instance, reading keywords in the task instructions and listing ideas. Both pairs spent time 
clarifying what they had to do for the writing activity by discussing their roles and task conditions 
(e.g., word length, number of reasons and references).  
 
Notably, Ben and Katie spent a lot of time asking whether "they needed to write [the] essay or 
just the plan" while they were listing different points, even though they confirmed that they 
needed to write the full essay each time. None of these languaging episodes were elaborate, so 
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it was difficult to determine whether the pair understood the task. It wasn't until Ben exclaimed 
that "[they] need to be done by three ah" and began to reformulate their ideas into paragraphs in 
the last 10 minutes before submitting an incomplete essay. These discussions contrasted with 
Pair 2, who focused more on remembering the essay question and talking about "sticking with 
[the essay plan]".   
 
Organising text structure 
An important strategy in writing is to look at how a text will be (or has been) organised. In this 
study, the languaging episodes were categorised as discourse-focused since the pairs focused 
on two main areas: (a) following organisational patterns, where they tried to structure their text 
according to the essay type, and (b) improving cohesion and coherence to make sure their 
arguments flow. In excerpt 2, Ben and Katie (Pair 1) illustrate an example of discourse focused 
discussion when they talk about how to rearrange their list of ideas into different paragraphs. 
For example, in line 55, Katie suggests that they should focus on organising their ideas into 
three main argument points. Ben agrees by pointing out an example of how two of their bullet 
points can fall under the same topic (line 58).   
Excerpt 2: Example of D-TREs    
55 K So we think of three main arguments and we in these three points,   
56  we give three points to support it  
57  (0.2) 
58 B So I think these two is...part of the economic burden 
59 K OK  
60 B Because fat people are increasing... are increasing... or do you think  
61  this is introduction  
62 K Yeah, it is introduction  
 
Pair 2 however, spent a lot more time explaining how they were going to structure each section 
of the essay after they read different sources online together. An example of their discussions is 
shown in Excerpt 3. For example, at one stage, Melinda (M) focused more on coherence when 
Venita (V) wanted to provide an alternative solution to sugar taxes by explaining how solutions 
are needed for the potential consequences (see underlined lines 180-181); Melinda tried to link 
Venita's idea to the current age restrictions on tobacco to keep their reasons relevant to the 
topic (see lines in bold 182, 192-193).  
 

 
 
 
Using additional resources 
The way each pair approached the additional resources also changed as they focused on 
different aspects of the online readings. This category was identified as instrument-focused, 
which would also include the electronic devices, supplementary materials and reading 
resources that students use. Ben and Katie had more extended discussions about 
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supplementary materials, especially when they were adding facts to their plan. Their 
discussions, however, were influenced by their original interpretations of the task. For instance, 
when Ben wanted to just write facts down without the references, Katie was persistent about 
finding the reference again even though they both remembered the percentage of overweight 
people. The discussions about selecting recent articles continued as Katie continued to 
emphasise that they needed to include references in the essay. In contrast, Venita and Melinda 
did not discuss online readings as much. There was only one example at the start when 
Melinda asked about whether the first article was recent enough: "Wait that should be the last 
statistics...in 2015- 16... would it be right?".   
 
Overall, the findings showed how students focused on discussing different aspects of 
composition that addressed the task directly. Unlike previous studies, this study suggests that 
these languaging episodes depend on the dynamic nature of an activity and social setting since 
very few episodes focused on linguistic issues.  The three categories provide a snapshot of how 
students engaged in task-related episodes even though some of these language episodes were 
limited.  

 
Pedagogical implications 
The findings in this study provide an example of how languaging is a dynamic learning tool that 
can be used differently according to the individuals and classroom context. Practical 
recommendations are provided below to show examples of how similar activities can be 
implemented in different classroom contexts.   
 
Increase awareness of different forms of languaging 
As writing shifts into a social activity in classrooms, students should be aware of the local and 
global aspects of composition so that they can discuss and pool ideas about a range of rules 
and concepts. It is important to remember that the focus for each pair can vary depending on 
the social context (e.g., individual, classroom environment, task), making it important for 
teachers to be aware of the dynamic nature of a collaborative activity. Teachers can observe 
the students' interactions and use additional scaffolding or reflection activities to encourage 
students to focus on certain areas of the task (e.g., structure or references).  
 
Engaging students in collaborative writing processes 
Collaborative writing processes can encourage students to view writing as a social activity. 
While many tasks are completed individually, collaborative writing gives students the 
opportunity to engage in languaging and broaden their target audience. In some previous 
studies, students have become more aware of their reader when they engage in co-authored 
writing activities. The outcomes however, can vary from pair to pair or even, task to task as the 
steps taken to complete a task can change depending on their discussions. Their interpretations 
of collaborative writing may also be different, highlighting how important it is for teachers to 
stress what can be expected during collaborative writing activities in their classroom contexts. 
Teachers can also implement planning, writing and editing activities to help develop learners' 
problem-solving and negotiating strategies when they work in pairs.      
 
To conclude, it is important to note that the current study only examined a small sample and it is 
impossible to impose a generalised view on students' languaging practices. The importance of 
taking a closer look at languaging however, was highlighted through examining the pairs’ 
discussions related to local and global aspects of composition through both LREs and TREs. 
More research on how students engage in languaging in different classroom contexts can 
provide a holistic understanding of the impact social interaction has on L2 writing development. 
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